Gubbi Civil Engineers
18/26, Dev Prayag CHS, Bhakti Mandir Road, Near Hari Nivas Circle ,Panchpakhadi, Thane (W) – 400 602.

E-mail
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Tel no. 022 – 2539 3839 | Fax. 022 – 2539 2279

The Complete Construction People.

About Us
We are a group of specialized civil engineering professionals offering high quality solutions to all types of structural
repairs and waterproong, oorings and external coating cum painting needs of residential, commercial, industrial
buildings and other infra structural facilities.
In the last two decades of continuous service, we could get the privilege to serve clients in almost all the spectrum
in the Indian industry.
We adopt the latest technology in our eld and complete the projects with high quality , and with very high level of
safety measures encompassing our labour, who are real assets in our business , with cost effective manner and
within the shortest possible time.
We believe in world class quality service using innovative technology that creates trends through value
engineering. We strongly believe in striking a balance- efcient engineering and thoughtful process for sustained
development across all projects.
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Mission
To prove ourselves by Methodology / Technology
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Structural Repairs

Waterprooﬁng

Flooring

Grouting

Painting / Coating

Industrial Construction

Structural Repairs
Fiber Wrapping
- Glass Fiber wrapping
- Carbon Fiber wrapping
- Carbon Laminates
- Carbon Rod
Spray Polymer.
Polymer Mortar.
Epoxy Mortar.
Corrosion Inhibitor.
Sacrificial Anode.
Micro Jacketing.
Steel Flithching.

Fiber Anchor

Glass Fiber Wrapping

Carbon rod

Carbon Fiber Wrapping

Fiber Wrapping
Carbon and Glass Fibre Reinforced Polymers (FRP), also called composite materials, are popularly used in
structural strengthening for steel, wood, concrete, seaport and aerospace applications.
Traditional techniques for strengthening, such as adding concrete and reinforcing steel around the outside of
a structural member, external post-tensioning, or adding structural steel supports (shoring) often are more
expensive due to the extra work to get everything into place. In appropriate applications, FRP strengthening
can be 30% to 50% less expensive than traditional strengthening due to the ease of installation.

Advantages
- cost-effectiveness and superior performance in high strength,
- light weight, corrosion resistance, bomb blast and earthquake protections.
- FRP wraps are easy to apply and can be used on any size or shape of structural member.
- Increases Flexural, shear or connement strengthening of Structural members.

Where speedy repair and high strength are required.

Carbon Laminates

Spray Polymer
This technique is a ready-to-use sprayable – cement based
repair mortar, giving high early strength, reduced rebound
and allows for thickness upto 150mm in one go. This polymer
based mortar is to be pressure sprayed ,with addition of
required amount of water and no in-situ addition of any other
material. The repair work is speedy and the set mortar attains
strength upto 40N/mm² in 28 Days.
USES: Reinstating of columns, cement silos and chimneys,
retaining walls, water front structures, dams, irrigation canals,
tunnel linings etc

Epoxy Mortar
A three-component, water-washable 100% solids epoxy mortar
system for installations where exceptional high-strength and
chemical and impact resistance is required. 100% solids epoxy
systems unique formula produces a mortar with greater bond and
compressive strengths and improved chemical resistance over
conventional cement or emulsion-based setting systems. Use for
epoxy mortar patching and overlays on interior, horizontal
substrates.

Polymer Mortar
Where concrete structures have deteriorated due to corrosion and where
changes in use and/or design code do not demand increase in loading
capacity, Efcient repairing of concrete structures can be done by application
of POLYMER MODIFIED MORTARS.

Corrosion Inhibiting admixture
Sacricial Anode
The principle of cathodic protection is in connecting an external anode to the material
to be protected from corrosion and passing of an electrical DC current. So that all area
of the metal surface become cathodic and therefore do not corrode. The external
anode may be a galvanic ( sacricial ) anode or it may be an impressed current anode
where the current is impressed from external D.C source. Three metals that can be
used as sacricial anodes are zinc, aluminium, and magnesium.

This is a hi-tech corrosion inhibitor system that works on the
Bipolar Inhibition Mechanism (B.I.M) which inhibits corrosion
of steel in concrete at both the poles.

Advantages
- protection of reinforcement against chlorides.

Concrete penetrating corrosion inhibitor
In repairs and rehabilitation of concrete structures, to protect
the embedded reinforcement against chlorides. Also for
structures and foundations exposed to salinity. When surface
applied it diffuses through the concrete by virtue of its afnity for
steel.

Column Jacketing

Micro Concrete Jacketing
Micro concrete is the ready to use, self owable mixture generally
made under strict quality control in automated factories.

Advantage
- Attains high early and ultimate strength
- It’s gaseous expansion qualities compensates for
shrinkage and settlement in the plastic stage.

Beam Jacketing

Steel Flitching
Steel Flitching is required to be done for RCC members for
increasing its load bearing capacity or in case where the members
have deteriorated and increase in size, by jacketing is not
possible.

Waterprooﬁng
Membrane Waterproofing
Liquid Applied Membrane
- EPDM Membrane Waterproofing
- PVC Membrane Waterproofing
- TPO Membrane Waterproofing
- APP Membrane Waterproofing
Polymer Modified Mortar with Screed Course Waterproofing
Brick bat coba waterproofing with Stamped Finish
Light Weight Waterproofing

Membrane Waterproong

EPDM Membrane Waterproofing

Waterproong is the combination of materials used to prevent water intrusion into the
structural elements of a building or its nished spaces. Its main purpose is to resist
hydrostatic pressure exerted by moisture in the liquid state. Waterproong membranes
consist of waterproof plastic, rubber, or coated-fabric materials. The materials are used in a
system to prevent the ingress of water into foundations, roofs, walls, basements, buildings,
and structures when properly installed. Depending on the structure and need, the
waterproong membrane can either be applied to the interior (negative), such as the case
with repairs, the exterior (positive),

Advantages
Easy to install
Excellent weatherabilty
Excellent Waterproong strength
Impermeable to water
Durable
Economic

PVC Membrane Waterproofing

APP Membrane Waterproofing

TPO Membrane Waterproofing

Brick bat coba waterproong with
Stamped Finish
This is a chemical waterproong method , wherein 2 coats of chemical
are applied with /without a sandwich layer of geo-textile cloth and this
membrane is protected by polymer, cement sand mortar screed.

Polymer / PU Coating with Screed Course
Waterproong
This is a chemical waterproong method , wherein 2 coats of chemical are
applied with /without a sandwich layer of geo-textile cloth and this
membrane is protected by polymer, cement sand mortar screed.

Light Weight Waterproong
A seamless topping of light weight foamed concrete sandwiched
between two layers of Polymer / PU coating

Advantages
Quick and easy to installation.
Super at surface prole.
Suitable for air castor movement.
Solvent free
Non Shrinking.
Scratch resistant , etc.

Liquid Applied Membrane.

Flooring
Tremix Flooring.
Poly Urethane Flooring.
Industrial Concrete Flooring.
Epoxy Flooring.
Stamped Concrete.
Pavers.

Poly Urethane Flooring
A seamless oor,100% solid, self leveled, smooth nished having
excellent appearance, having high resistance to any type of
chemical, most suitable for the oors that requires high level of
cleanliness.
Quick and easy installation, super at surface prole, suitable for air
castor movement, solvent free, non shrinking, scratch resistant, etc.

Tremix Flooring
Tremix – due to less water cement ratio , maintains a high abrasion resistance.
With the help of surface vibrator, oater an even & uniform leveled surface is
created; thereby saving cost of extra oor nish. Most suitable for factory
oors, industrial roads etc.

EPOXY FLOORING
Epoxies are highly adhesive and have high chemical properties in
addition to resistance to heat, moisture alkalis, salts, solvents and mild
acids, high abrasion resistance. The ooring can be made seamless, dust
free, hygiene and non ip surface and are available in the variety of
colors. High early strength and thus the oor can be used quickly. Most
suitable for pharmaceutical/automobile/ food/mechanical industries and
hospitals.

Industrial Concrete Flooring
Concrete oors are less prone to defects like cutting, cracking, loss of
texture and pot holes. They have long life and low maintenance cost,
requires less expenditure on street lighting (due to surface reection).
A concrete road has high fuel saving, high trafc speed, etc.

PAVERS
Pavers are alternate to the concrete roads and are precast. Interlocking blocks are
available in different shapes, size, color & texture; that can be laid on well
compacted surface within the shortest time; thereby saving curing time of the
concrete surface. Easy to maintain and can be design for various load bearing
capacity.

STAMPED CONCRETE
The concrete with a stamp of required design. An ideal choice for all the
surfacing needs with incredible look and surface nish; a 3 to 10 mm
deep stamped oor with multi color, versatile design with no visible
joints, with high abrasion resistance and long durable oor; Most
suitable for parking, drive way, patio, pool side, etc.

Grouting
PU Foam Grouting
Epoxy Grouting
Micro Fine Cement Grouting
Cement Grouting

Epoxy Injection
Epoxy injection consists of a base component containing solvent free epoxy resin plus
a low viscosity liquid hardener. Epoxy injection grout may be placed by free ow under
gravity or may be injected using a suitable hand or mechanical pump. Grouting of gap
dimensions 0.1 mm to 10 mm may be easily achieved. The systems give rapid strength
gain obtaining mechanical properties, several times those of high quality concrete. The
hardened grout is resistant to most chemicals, stable to sea water, petroleum product
and resists freeze- thaw cycle.

PU Grouting
Polyurethane grouting is made of PU mixed with accelerators
grouted at high pressure in the concrete structures. It is effective in
cutting off gushing water of high pressure and velocity. When used
with uniform plastic packers, the grout materials react with
water/moisture and expand to form a tough, closed rubber that
remains unaffected by corrosive environment. This is most effective
for water retaining structures

Cement grouting
Normal cement grouting is done for increasing the strength, impermeability of
the RC member, reduce the porosity of honey comb members.

Micro ne cement Grouting
Micro cement is four times ner than the normal cement and has the ability to
penetrate more in to the ner pores and ner cracks. M.C grouting is done with
admixtures such as expander and vulcanizing agents. The grout is non toxic,
odourless, pollution free, shrinkage free; thus can be used under any situation..
Suitable for crack grouting of dam foundation, pouring underground waterproof
curtain, foundation settlements in high way, bridges, airport run way. Micro ne
grout can be used for increasing the load bearing capacity of the sub soil.

Painting / Coating
Elastomeric Coating
Texo-Elastomeric Coating
Poly Urethane Coating
Epoxy Coating
Anti Carbonation Coating
Heat Reflective Coating

Elastomeric Coating
Elastomeric coating is a single component acrylic co-polymer. The coating on
application form a lm to protect the surface against the atmospheric agents such
as carbon dioxide, sulphur dioxide, chloride irons, etc The lm can withstand up
to 200% elongation thereby bridging cracks in the structure due to temperature
variation etc. They are available in variety of colors and are highly durable.

Heat Reective Coating
As a contribution to ght against the global warming and to project the era of
global building, we explore the possibilities of energy saving and using
minimum natural resources. This heat reective paints; reects up to 60% of
the heat load thereby reducing surface temperature. The painted surface
dries to tightly packed layers of hard micro spheres to form thermally efcient
barriers.

Texo-Elastomeric Coating
This is a waterproof texture coating ,applied on external façade, followed by
application of Elastomeric waterproong coating. This coating is highly used for
structures where patch plaster is done, and to give a complete new aesthetical
look, texture is applied ,and coating of desired shade and color. Advantage of
covering the irregular and dissimilar textured plaster

Poly Urethane Coating

Anti Carbonation Coating

This is two component air drying aliphatic polyurethane based coating having highly
volatile solvent used generally for surface where high abrasion resistance is required. It
has glossy nish and is designed to be used as nishing coat in epoxy polyurethane
system. It has high UV value, high workability, resistance to almost all types of chemicals,
resistance to water and saline atmosphere and is, highly durable. Available in various
colors and low maintenance cost.

Single component, high performance acrylic resin based
coating is used for long term protection of the exposed
concrete and masonry structures against carbon dioxide,
sulphur dioxide, chloride irons, etc.

Epoxy Coating
Epoxies are highly adhesive and has high chemical properties in addition to resistance to heat,
moisture alkalis, salt, solvents and mild acids. This makes epoxy to be a protective coating to resist
crude oil, rened petroleum products, etc. These coating is widely used in heavy power plants,
reneries, petrochemical units , gas plants, fertilizer and chemical plants, etc.

The coating is essential for bridges and yovers,
overhead tanks, industrial building and power plants, etc

Industrial Construction
Tower Foundation
Shed Foundation

We undertake heavy Industrial Construction
such as Tower Foundation,
Shed foundation, Trimix ooring etc.

Tower Foundation
We construct huge amount of Tower Foundation works cold rolling mill
foundation , hot rolling mill foundation, bell furnace foundation , pickling
line foundation works etc with precise line , level etc.

Shed Foundation
We construct heavy shed foundations works to the span of 25 mtr
in width & 25 mtr in height.

Satisfactory Completion
Certificates

Our Prestigious
Projects

Krishna Heritage, CHS Borivali

Kalpataru CHS , Navi Mumbai

Hyacinth Glendale Thane

Rambha CHS , Nepeansea Road.

Yashodeep Heights ,Aroli

Gautam Complex, CBD Belapur

Nibbana CHS Bandra

Indira Gandhi Institute of Development Research, Goregaon

Narsee Monjee College, Vile Parle.

D Y College, Navi Mumbai

Rachna Sansad, Dadar

Shri Bhagubhai Mafatlala Polytechnic, Vile Parle

SIES College, Nerul

Orbit Tower

Essar Hall Matunga

HSBC, Fort

State Bank of India CBD Belapur

Hindustan Unilever Ltd

Hindustan Petroleum Coporation Ltd, Chembur

Tata Power Co. Ltd Bhira

Indian Bank, Chennai

Reliance Industries Ltd ,Beverly Park.

Vittal Temple, Pandharpur

Swadeshi Mill, RIL

Duphar Infra Ltd.

Asian Paints, Turbhe

Star TV

Morar Baug

Britannia Industries Ltd

Watson Pharma Ltd, Ambernath

Gubbi Enterprises
Gubbi Enterprises has established and emerged with WWW.CONSTRUCTIONBAZAR.IN,
which is India's rst online construction shopping site. To serve Construction Industry (Civil) through online
marketing, supply of the products to the large client base is the essence of our service motto combined with
expansion of business.
Our motto is :
1. Cater to the needs of construction industry across pan India and to ensure quicker deliveries of the products at the door step of the customer.
2. Supply of cost effective product including tier -2 cities in India with maximum speed.
3. Reach of innovative products to masses. We have taken care of pricing of our products in such a way to make the purchaser feel comfortable .
4. Single platform for all products. Time is essence of transaction to ensure prompt deliveries.
Our online service is available and managed by professionals who update the product list continuously making the
Construction Industry (Civil) feel easy to choose its needs. The range of products cover entire line of needs such as
Testing Equipment, Safety Products, Plumbing & Sanitary Equipment, Tiles & Pavers, Sculpture, Construction
Chemical & Paints, Construction plant & Equipment, Speciality Product etc.
This online facility is chalking out strategies to serve with client and grow in the market with superior think-tank with
agenda of “ Customer Satisfaction” on priority and like to cater the need of the Construction Industry and thereafter
the other aspects of business .

Gubbi Constro Chem & Gubbi Paints
Gubbi Constro Chem Pvt. Ltd. are manufacturers of construction Chemicals. This organization has on the growth path because of
creating exactly the right products to fulll the ever increasing needs of the Construction Industry, Ready Mix Concrete industry, and
Industrial and Housing Projects. It is committed to a persistent aim for creating specic solutions, establishing key business partnerships,
and acquiring a line of exceptional clientele.
We are leading manufacturer of Polycarboxylate Ether, Polysulphide Resin, Polysulphide Sealant, Sulfonated Melamine Formaldehyde,
Curing Compound, Mould Release Agent, Admixtures for Concrete and Foaming Agent for cellular light weight concrete.

Gubbi Pavers
We are one of the prominent manufacturers of Paver Blocks & Tiles. It is an ISI Certied Company. Gubbi provides Paver Blocks & Tiles,
but that too with colours of life selected from a host of colours to breathe in life, with shades inspired from nature.
Paver Blocks in India has become an ultra modern use as it gives an elegant sight, rst-choice of the most as compared to conventional
concrete ooring in most of the public spots like Railway Platforms, Airport's open spaces, on pedestrian's pathways, industrial and
commercial spaces, entrance space of malls, car parking areas, parks and sports areas, garden areas.
Paver Blocks have become a contemporary use in construction industry, much-preferred as compared to age-old concrete in grey color.
These Paver Blocks specialty is that these are available in various designs, attractive colors. These are easy to x and maintenance-free.
Further, these Paver Blocks are highly abrasion resistant and are most acquired for parking areas, path ways, jogging tracks, road
junctions, petrol pumps & court yards.
As Paver Block manufacturers, We, Gubbi Pavers, use the best quality of cement, river sand, aggregate khadi (metal) number one and
two, quartz sand for suiting the color, chemicals for adding strength and lacquer for glossy purposes. As we are one of the leading high
density Paver Block manufacturers, offer wide range of designs, in attractive colors, in 60 mm to 100 mm with m-35 to m-50 strength.
Gubbi Pavers manufacture most aesthetic look interlocking pavers in wide range of designs in glossy colors to suit the client's needs.
Once laid in common open areas of buildings, marriage halls, car parking areas, it lifts up the elegance of the surroundings. There is no
need to use mortar while laying these interlocking pavers blocks except grit powder or sand.

Gubbi Waterprooﬁng Co.
Gubbi Waterproong Co undertakes Waterproong work of Major Structures, Hospital, Industrial, Commercial segments,
Society wherein complication in waterproong requires atmost dedication and technical knowhow. Our team consist of
Engineers and Technician having deep knowledge in different methods of waterproong .
We undertake waterproong work of Terraces, Podium, External Façade, Basement, Lift Pit etc.
Waterproong can be done by :- Chemical Waterproong.
- Membrane Waterproong.
- Liquid Applied Membrane.
- Light Weight Waterproong.
- Waterproong cum Anti Carbonation Coatings.
- Conventional Brick Bat Coba.

